
Viña 
Callejuela 
“Las 
Mercedes”  
Region: 
Andalucía 
Soil: Albariza 
Pura 
Elevation: 
82m  
Vinifera: 100% 
Palomino 

Capataz/Winemakers: José and Francisco Blanco Romero 
 
Vineyard:  28 hectares of family owned fruit planted within three vineyard sites of Macharnudo (4ha 
at 74m) and Añina (8ha at 83m) within Jerez, and Callejuela (16ha at 62m) in Sanlúcar de 
Barrameda which houses their two tiny bodegas less than two miles from the sea.  It is there in the 
Callejuela vineyard where the two small bodegas on their property store their botas and age their 
wines.   
Las Mercedes is made from un-fortified Palomino must from their 8 ha plot in Añina located in the 
hills of Jerez. This 8ha Añina pago is their windiest and most weathered vineyard with eastern raw 
exposure to the Levante winds.  This creates a thicker, more tannic skin and richer, rounder 
textures. 
 
Production: The harvest is done before those of the fortified wines and pressed more delicately that 
those that will be fortified.  This single vineyard, single variety Palomino is produced from the first 
grape selection from the Macharnudo pago and is -fermented ancient Manzanilla Barrels where it 
sits, untouched, on the lees for 7 months.  
 
Vintage: 2017 was a classic San-luqueño vintage, albeit a bit rainier. Palomino reached optimum 
ripeness at harvest in early-mid September, weeks after their neighbors.  Each pago offered 2,000 
bottles of single vineyard ‘parcelario’ wines and everything else was blended into Blanco de Hornillos 
to produce 5,000 bottles of the pago blend. 
  
Wine:  Thick skinned with a touch of tannin and lanolin, this waxy Palomino is the most intense and 
deep of the three single vineyard wines. Pineapple fruit. It has a more golden, more concentrated hue 
than the others with textures and aromatics that begin to liken aged Chenin.  This is the most 
visceral of the three pagos and their elements. 
Total production: 1000 bottles. 


